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In this article it is shown that when the pdff(x) is non-increasing in IxiJ, 
i= 1, 2, . . . . k, the sphere of diameter d centred at the origin has largest probability 
content as compared to any other region of diameter at most d. As a consequence, 
it follows that a sphere of diameter d has largest volume among the regions of 
diameter at most d. Further, the results are used to obtain certain optimum statisti- 
cal decision rules. c 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Anderson [ 1 ] has shown that when the pdf is unimodal and symmetric 
about the origin the probability content of a symmetric convex set 
decreases as the set moves away from the origin in any given direction. 
Marshall and Olkin [3] have shown that when the pdf is Schur-concave 
and A is a set satisfying certain conditions then the probability content of 
A + h is a Schur-concave function of h. However, these results cannot be 
used to obtain a region of maximum probability content from a class of 
fixed size (in some sense). We obtain a region of maximum probability 
content from a class of regions of fixed diameter, when the pdff(x) is 
non-increasing in 1 xi I. 
For a subset A of Rk, let d(A)= sup{ 11x-yll : x, YEA} denote the 
diameter of A and Vd be the class of all closed convex regions of diameter 
d. Let X = (X,, . . . . X,)’ be a random vector (T.v.) with probability density 
function (pdf) f(x) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) which is 
non-increasing in Jxj, i = 1,2, . . . . k. For example, if a r.v. has multivariate 
normal or multivariate t-distribution then after a suitable change of 
location and orthogonal transformation, the variate will have the density of 
the above form. 
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Let the probability that the r.v. X belongs to A be denoted by P(A). We 
call P(A) as the probability content of A and further note that P(A) d P(B) 
for A c B and d(A) = d (closed convex hull of A). Thus in order to find the 
region of maximum probability content among all the regions of diameter 
at most d, it is enough to consider gd, the class of all closed convex regions 
of diameter d. 
In this article it is shown that max{P(A) : A E Gc’~,> = P(SC&o)), where 
S,(a) denotes the closed sphere of radius r centred at a. By takingf(x) = 1 
for all x E Rk (of course, in this case f(x) is not a pdf), it is easy to con- 
clude that a sphere of diameter d has largest volume among the regions of 
diameter at most d. 
FORMULATION 
Let d be a fixed positive number and A E%‘~. For x E Rk, let 
x = b,, x(,))‘, x(I)= tx2, . . . . x,)‘. Define a(~(~,) (and b(x,,,)) to be the 
inlimum (and the supremum) of the set {x1 : (x,, x~~,)EA} provided this 
set is nonempty. 
Let T,(x) = (x1 - [a(~(,,) + b(x,,,)]/2, xC1)) be a function from Rk to Rk 
and 
be the image of A under T,. Since A, is symmetric about the plane 
{x, =O}, we call A, as the “x,-symmetrization of A.” 
Further let R,(A) denote the projection of A on the plane {x, =O}. That 
is, 
R,(A) = ((0, xc,)) : x E A for some xC1,}, 
observe that R,(A) = R,(A 1 ). Then we have 
P(A) = I 
RI(A) 
{ i‘“(““) f(x) dxl> dx(,, 
4X(l)) 
i‘ iJ 
CHyl)) - 4y1,)lP 
d f(x) dx, dx(,, 
RI(A) C4X(l) - MX(I)lP I 
= P(A,). (1) 
For any vector II= (u,,u(,))~R~, let u*=(-u,, u(,)) and note that UEA, 
if and only if u* E A,. 
In the following we shall prove that d(A I ) < d(A) and the set A, is 
convex. 
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LEMMA 1. d( A, ) d d( A ). 
Proof: Assume that dI = d(A), > d(A) = d. Since A is closed (and hence 
A, is closed), there exist points u, v on the boundary of A, such that 
J/U-VII =d, and u,>O>u,, with at least one of these two inequalities 
being strict (if ul=u,=O then Ilu-VII dd<d,; further, if o,>O then 
IIu - VII < llu- v*l( d n,). We also note that Us,) # u(r) (otherwise u1 = a(~(,)) 
and U, =b(u,,,) and Ilu-VII =b(u,,,)-a(q,,)<d<d,). Note that 
d2(A)>max{IIT;‘(u)- T~‘(v)~~~, iIT;‘( T;‘(v*)(12} 
= lb(,) --~~~112+~~~~11~~~~,,~-~~~~,,~112~ Ilb(u,,,)-a(~,,,)ll~} 
b lI~~,,-v~~,l12+ llul -u,l12=d:>d2, 
the last inequality follows from the assumption. Thus we have d2(A)>d2, 
which is a contradiction and hence the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. A, is convex. 
Proof. Let A:={xEA~:x~>O}, A;=(xEA,:x,<O} and A:= 
A: n A;. Since A: is R,(A), projection of the convex set A on the plane 
{x1 = 0}, A’f is convex. First we shall prove the convexity of A: which in 
turn will imply the convexity of A ; and A 1. 
Suppose A: is not convex. Then there exist w, v E A : and hence 
w*, v* E A; such that s2(w, v) k A: and a(~*, y*) d A;, where 
62(w,y)={cty+(l-a)y:O<a<l}. 
Since the line segments sZ(w, w*) and Q(y, y*) are parallel to the x,-axis, 
they are contained in a plane Q. Restrict the attention to the set A, n Q 
and A n Q. 
Consider a point ZE 52(w, y), that is Z d A: and Z* d A;. Since 
Z & A, we have b(Zc,,)--a(Zc,,)<2z,. Hence 
Q(r;‘(w), r;-‘(y) u a(T,‘(w*), T,‘(y*)) & A, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that A is convex. Hence A: is convex. 
Since A; = {x* : x E A, }, the set A ; is also convex. 
Now, we shall prove that A, is convex. For u E A:, v E A, we have, by 
the definition of A,, the points (0, u(r)) and (0, v~,))E A:. As A: is convex 
Z=~(O,u(,,)+(l+a)(O,v(,,)~Al ’ for each ~$0 < c1< 1). From the con- 
vexity of A: and A;, s2(u, z) c A, and 
Q(v, Z)cA, ford ZEQ((O, q,,), (0, v,Ij)). 
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Since Q(u, (0, Us,))) and a(v, (0, vcl))) are parallel there exists a plane H 
containing these two line segments and hence contains Q(0, II(,)), (0, v~,))) 
also. Now restricting attention to the plane H, the points u, v are on the 
different sides of Q((0, II(,)), (0, vcl))). Hence the line segments Q(u, v) and 
sZ((0, Us, ,), (0, v(r))) have to intersect, say, at Z” E A: = A : n A ; . Thus 
Hence A, is convex. 1 
Let A, be “x,-symmetrization of A r- ,” and A, = T,(A, ~~ I) for 
r = 1, 2, . . . . k with A,=A. We note that A, is symmetric about the planes 
{x, = 0}, . . . . {x, = O}; and h ence Ak is symmetric about the origin. 
From Lemma 1 we have d(A,) < d and that of from Lemma 2, A, is 
convex for r = 1, 2, . . . . k. Thus by using (1) (with A = A,- 1) we have 
fv-,)GP(A,) for r = 2, 3, . . . . k. 
Hence we have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let the r.v. X have the pdf. f(x) which is non-increasing in 
IXil, i = 1, 2, . ..) k and further A be any Lebesgue measurable region in Rk of 
diameter at most d. Then 
P&,,,(O)) 2 P(A ). (2) 
Since S,,,,(O) is invariant under orthogonal transformation, from the 
above result we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the r.v. X have the pdf f ( ) x w lc zs non-increasing in h ’ h 
IyJ, i= 1, 2, . . . . k, where y = Px, for some orthogonal matrix P. Then (2) 
holds. 
Thus the invariance under the sign change nature of the pdf is not a 
necessary condition for (2) to hold. 
It is easy to see that when f(x) is strictly decreasing function of IxJ, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . k, the equality in (2) holds only when A = S,,,,(O). 
AN APPLICATION 
Consider the problems (i) of finding Bayes regional estimation procedure 
of fixed diameter for a vector valued parameter 8, (0 E Rk) and (ii) of 
finding Bayes regional estimation procedure A for the parameter 8, when 
the loss function is a linear combination of the diameter of A and the 
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indicator of the non-coverage of the true value; that is, the loss function is 
given by 
L(B,A)=a.d(A)+ [l -a,(e)], 
where a > 0 is constant and a,(O) is 1 or 0 according as 0 E A or 8 $ A (for 
details readers may refer to Ferguson [2]). 
If the posterior density of 8 given the sample observations is of the form 
of the density described in Theorem 1, by using this Theorem the above 
problems can be solved. 
To be specific, consider the following model: 
Let Yi- N,(e, I), i= 1, 2, . . . . n and 8 - N,(a, BP ‘I), /I > 0, where 
N,(p, C) denote the k-dimensional normal distribution with mean p and 
the covariance matrix C. 
Let Y = (Y,, . . . . Y,)’ be a random sample of fixed size n and y be the 
observed value of Y. The posterior distribution of 8 - p(y) given Y = y is 
N,(O, (j3 + n) ~ ’ I), where 
Thus the posterior pdf of 8 - p(y) given Y = y satisfies the conditions of the 
Theorem 1. 
Hence from Theorem 1, the Bayes regional estimation procedure of fixed 
diameter is the sphere of diameter d centred at p(y). 
For the problem (ii), p(A(y)), the posterior risk corresponding to the 
regional estimation procedure A(Y) is 
where q( .; p, C) is the density function corresponding to N,(c, C) distribu- 
tion. 
From Theorem 1, we have for any A(Y) with d(A(Y)) = 2r 
p(A(Y))aa.2r+j 4a P( n (B + 4 ~ 11) de 
WPW)) 
= 2pr + P(X~ > r”/(fi + n)) (where xi is a chi square variate 
with 2 degrees of freedom) 
= p(r) 
= p(r* 1, 
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where r* = 0 if log 4a*(j? + n) > - 1, otherwise r* will be the larger of the 
two solutions of the equation 
rexp{ -r’/2(a+n)} =2(P+n)a 
(for the details see Rattihalli [4]). Thus, S&(Y)) is the Bayes regional 
estimation procedure for this problem. 
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